
 

 

Most cyber breaches go unreported 

Biggest blag was in Bangladesh 

The unprecedented heist of $US81 million ($106 million) from the US account of Bangladesh's 

central bank is the latest among increasingly large thefts by criminals who have leveraged the 

speed and anonymity of hacking to revolutionise burgling banks. 

Hundreds of millions of dollars, and perhaps much more, have been stolen from banks and 

financial services companies in recent years because of this alliance of traditional and digital 

criminals, with many victims not reporting the thefts for fear of reputational damage. 

Typically, security and cyber-crime experts say, hackers break into the computer systems of 

financial institutions and make, or incite others to make, fraudulent transactions to pliant 

accounts. Organised crime then uses techniques developed over decades to launder the money, 

giving the alliance much higher rewards than a hold-up or bank vault robbery, with much less 

risk. 

"The internet has made it easier for criminals to get inside banks," said Shane Shook, an 

independent security consultant. "Criminals are moving away from consumer-targeted attacks 

to much more substantial bank hacks because it takes less effort to get more money." 

  



 

Unreported heists 

Cyber fraud experts say they expect more big heists because the industry has yet to properly 

defend itself. 

"The fact is that most of the breaches that happen don't get reported," 

said Bryce Boland, chief Asia Pacific security officer of computer security company FireEye. 

One senior banking security executive, who declined to be identified because he was not 

authorised to speak to the media, said he had worked on three cases of cyber thefts that his 

bank clients had not reported to regulatory authorities. He said the largest involved about 

$US20 million. 

In many jurisdictions, banks and financial services companies were not required to report 

breaches unless there's a material impact, Boland said. The definition is left vague enough so 

that many are not reported at all. 

Boland said that while 20 per cent of his banking customers had been targeted in the second 

half of last year, FireEye had also found cases of financial services companies not realising 

they had been breached, in one case leaving the attackers inside their computers for five years. 
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